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Abstract—In this paper, we present different combined clustering methods and we evaluate their performances and their results
on a dataset with ground truth. This dataset, built from several
sources, contains a scientific social network in which textual
data is associated to each vertex and the classes are known.
Indeed, while the clustering task is widely studied both in graph
clustering and in non supervised learning, combined clustering
which exploits simultaneously the relationships between the
vertices and attributes describing them, is quite new. We argue
that, depending on the kind of data we have and the type of
results we want, the choice of the clustering method is important
and we present some concrete examples for underlining this.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The goal of graph node clustering, related to community
detection within social networks, is to create a partition of
the vertices, taking into account the topological structure of
the graph, such that the clusters are composed of vertices
strongly connected [1], [2], [3], [4]. With the appearance of
the social networks on the internet, the number of methods
for graph clustering has grown recently. Among the core
methods proposed in the literature, we can mention those
that optimize a quality function to evaluate the goodness of a
given partition, like the modularity, the ratio cut, the min-max
cut or the normalized cut [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], hierarchical
techniques like divisive algorithms based on the minimum cut
[10], spectral methods [11] or Markov Clustering algorithm
and its extensions [12].
These graph clustering techniques are very useful for detecting strongly connected groups in a graph but many of
them mainly focus on the topological structure, ignoring the
properties of the vertices. Nowadays, various data sources
like social networks, patent documents or biological data can
be seen as graphs where vertices have attributes. With such
kind of data, it can be useful to take into account the vertex
properties in the clustering process for increasing the accuracy
of the partitions. Generally, this is not the case in graph
clustering where usually, only the relationships of the network
are used. On the other hand, there are also unsupervised
methods to group objects according to their textual or numeric
attributes, like hierarchical clustering or k-means [13], [14],

[15]. More precisely, unsupervised learning affects the objects,
represented by attributes, into clusters so that the objects in
the same cluster are more similar to each other than to those
in other clusters, according to an attribute-based similarity
measure.
A new challenge in graph clustering consists in combining
structure data corresponding to the network and attribute data
describing the vertices. Recently, several works have attempted
to tackle this problem of hybrid clustering. We detail the main
ones in the next section. However, the combination of several
data types rises the problem of the meaning of the clustering.
Indeed, the different comparison and distance functions may
not be compatible and, consequently, they may lead to contradictory results. Moreover, these results are difficult to evaluate
since there is no real benchmark dataset, with structured data
and attributed data, suitable for attributed graph clustering
evaluation. For this reason, in this work, we have built a dataset
with ground truth in order to compare the community of each
vertex with its computed cluster. It is a scientist network,
mainly based on the publications and the participation in
scientific events. It includes textual data (publication titles,
abstracts, full text, etc.) and relationship data (co-authorship,
co-participation in a same event). For this reason, a clustering
method that takes into account several criteria is needed in
order to identify in the network, groups of people who are in
relation and who share a same research field. In order to detect
strongly connected clusters containing persons with similar
research interests, we propose different methods to partition
the graph using both the structural data and attribute data. Our
experiments show that, depending on the weight allowed to
each type of data (textual or structural) and the way to combine
them during the clustering, the results can be very different.
The rest of the article is organized as follows. The next section
is dedicated to recently introduced graph clustering techniques
that consider attributes and structural information. We define
formally the problem in section III while we propose several
approaches which consider simultaneously structure data and
attribute data in section IV. Our experimental study to evaluate
these approaches is detailed in section V and the results in the

section VI. Finally, section VII concludes the article.
II. S TATE OF THE ART
Among the clustering methods, one can distinguish on
the one hand the non supervised learning techniques, also
called vector-based clustering, which exploit the attributes
describing the objects, like hierarchical clustering or k-means
and on the other hand those which consider the relationships
between the different objects as it is usually the case in graph
clustering. Recently, methods which exploit both data types
were introduced in order to detect communities in social
networks where documents or features are associated to the
vertices. For instance, in a pre-processing step, Steinhaeuser
and Chawla compute a similarity metric between pairs of
vertices, based on the attributes, which is used as a weight
for the corresponding edge. Afterwards, any graph clustering
method can be applied on the valued graph [16]. This method
is similar to the first approach presented in the next section
but their metric requires to set a parameter, which is not the
case in our work. Zhou et al. exploit also the attribute data in
order to extend the original graph [17], [18]. They add attribute
vertices and edges which connect original vertices sharing
the same value. A K-Medoids clustering is then applied on
a random walk distance computed on the attribute augmented
graph. One limit of this method lies in the fact that it does not
suit to continuous attributes. The second method introduced
in the next section exploits the same idea. However, the graph
is extended in a simpler way, without restriction on the type
of attributes considered. In the hierarchical clustering of Li et
al., clusters are built under attribute based constraints [19]. In
a first step, cores are detected using only the structure data,
and afterwards they are merged in function of their attribute
similarity. Other works combine the two types of data during
the clustering process [20], [21], [22]. Ester et al. treat the
question in terms of the ”Connected k-Center (CkC) problem
and they propose NetScan, an extended version of the k-means
algorithm with a constraint of internal connectedness [20],
[23]. With this condition, two entities in a cluster are connected
by an internal path. In NetScan, like in other partitioning
algorithms, the number of clusters must be known, but this
point has been relaxed in recent works [24]. Recently, other
approaches have also been introduced in order to detect dense
subgraphs which are also homogeneous for the attributes [25],
[26]. Dang et al. have extended the Newman’s modularity
by adding a term to measure the attribute-based similarity
between two nodes [22]. In this way, the two types of data
are considered simultaneously during the clustering process.
However, the clusters may contain unconnected nodes. In a
similar way, in the third method proposed in the next section,
the two types of data are also considered simultaneously
but they are merged into a global distance used during the
clustering with the guarantee that the vertices in a same cluster
are connected. In section IV, we present several approaches
which consider simultaneously structure data and attribute data
and which offer the advantage to be easy to carry out while

in the next section, the problem of attributed graph clustering
is defined more formally.
III. P ROBLEM STATEMENT
 We consider a graph G = (V, E) where V =
v1 , . . . , vi , . . . , v|V | is the set of vertices and E ⊂ V × V is
the set of unlabeled edges. Graph node clustering consists in
grouping the vertices into clusters taking into consideration the
edge structure in such a way that there should be many edges
within each cluster and relatively few between the clusters [3],
[27]. Even if the case of overlapping community detection in
which a vertex can be affected to several clusters has been
recently studied [28], in this article we consider the general
case where the clustering process consists in partitioning the
set V of vertices into r disjoint clusters P = {C1 , . . . , Cr }
such that:
S
•
k∈{1,...,r} Ck = V
• Ck ∩ Cl = ∅, ∀ 1 ≤ k < l ≤ r
• Ck 6= ∅, ∀k ∈ {1, . . . , r}
Moreover, we suppose that each vertex vi ∈ V is associated to a document represented by a vector di =
(wi1 , . . . , wij , . . . wiT ) where wij is the weight of the term
tj in the document di . These documents can been seen as
vertex attributes and G defined as an attributed graph [17].
In an attributed graph clustering problem, the structural links
and the attributes are both considered, in such a way that:
• firstly, there should be many edges within each cluster
and relatively few between the clusters;
• secondly, two vertices belonging to the same cluster are
more similar in terms of attributes, than two vertices
belonging to two different clusters.
Thus, the clusters should be well separated and, the vertices belonging to the same cluster should be connected and
homogeneous on attribute data.
IV. ATTRIBUTED GRAPH CLUSTERING APPROACHES
We introduce different approaches to partition the graph
using both structural and attribute data. The methods differ
on the manner in which the relational and attribute data are
combined:
• Structure-based clustering: the vertice attributes are used
in order to value the edges of the graph, that can be then
processed by any weighted graph clustering algorithm (cf.
section IV-A);
• Attribute-based clustering: structural information is used,
together with vertex attribute similarity to obtain a distance matrix (between each pair of vertices), which
can then be processed by any unsupervised clustering
algorithm (cf. section IV-B);
• Hybrid clustering: attributes and structure are considered
separately in order to compute a distance on each type of
data. These distances are then combined into a global distance that can be exploited by any unsupervised clustering
algorithm or used to obtain a valued graph, which can be
processed by any weighted graph clustering algorithm (cf.
section IV-C);

TABLE I
N UMBER OF AUTHORS PER SESSION AND CONFERENCE

A. Structure-based clustering on attribute weighted graph
In this method, the attributes are used to obtain a weighted
graph. We define a textual attribute-based distance disT ,
for instance the euclidean distance or the cosine distance,
well suited for textual attributes. The value disT (di , dj ) is
associated to each edge (vi , vj ) of E. Then, a graph clustering
method which is able to handle weighted graphs is used to
partition the set of the vertices V , for example, hierarchical
algorithms (agglomerative or divisive) or algorithms which
optimize quality functions like the Kernighan-Lin algorithm
or algorithms based on the modularity [5].

to compare the community of each vertex with its cluster.
We used the accuracy as evaluation measure. This dataset is
presented in the following paragraph.

B. Attribute-based clustering on structural distance

A. Network data

In this method, the structural information is used to define
a structure based distance disS (vi , vj ) between each pair of
vertices (vi , vj ). In practice, the length of the shortest path
between vi and vj can be used as disS (vi , vj ), where the
shortest path between vi and vj is the path that has the
smallest number of edges. More sophisticated distances, like
the neighborhood Random Walk Distance [17] can also be
used. The attributes are also taken into account to associate a
value to each edge of E, as explained in the previous section.
In this case, the shortest path between vi and vj is the smallest
sum of the weights of the path edges. Then, any unsupervised
learning technique can be applied on the distance matrix.
C. Hybrid clustering
In this method, a global distance disT S (vi , vj ) between
two vertices vi and vj is defined as a linear combination
of two distances corresponding respectively to each type of
information:
disT S (vi , vj ) = α disT (di , dj ) + (1 − α) disS (vi , vj )

(1)

where disT (di , dj ) is a distance defined on the attributes,
disS (vi , vj ) is defined directly on the graph and α is a
parameter between 0 and 1.
As previously, the length of a shortest path between vi and
vj can be used for disS (vi , vj ), and the euclidean distance or
the cosine distance for disT (di , dj ). Then, the partition can be
built either with a graph clustering algorithm applied on the
graph valued with the global distance or with a non supervised
learning technique using the global distance.
V. E XPERIMENTAL STUDY
We performed experiments to evaluate the different methods presented previously. While there are some benchmark
datasets suitable for community detection evaluation, based on
networks with ground truth, as far as we know, it does not exist
such a benchmark dataset, with structured data and attributed
data, suitable for attributed graph clustering evaluation. In our
context, where the community of each actor is unknown, one
can use the measures used either for community evaluation
like the modularity or for cluster evaluation like the sum of the
square error. However, it is clear that the evaluation measures
are linked to the corresponding clustering strategy. To avoid
this bias, we have built a dataset with a ground truth in order

Session
A Bioinformatics
B Robotics
C Robotics
D Constraint
Total

Conference
SAC
SAC
IJCAI
IJCAI

Size (authors)
24
16
38
21
99

In order to build an attributed graph with a ground truth,
we concentrated on two conferences: SAC 2009 and IJCAI
2009. A co-participation network was generated from the wellknown DBLP1 dataset and the abstracts, titles and research
areas were extracted from the websites of the selected conferences2 .
1) Authors and research areas: Three research areas, corresponding to conference sessions, were selected: Robotics,
Bioinformatics and Constraint Programming. In both conferences there is a Robotics session, while only SAC 2009 has
a session on Bioinformatics and IJCAI 2009 on Constraint
Programming. As shown in Table I, there are 24 authors in
the first research area (Bioinformatics), 16 + 38 = 54 in
the second one (Robotics) and 21 in the last one (Constraint
Programming). Each of these authors corresponds to one
vertex of V and its research area membership is used during
the evaluation step.
The abstracts and the titles of the articles published by
the authors at IJCAI 2009 and SAC 2009 are represented
in the vector space model introduced by Salton et al. [29].
After a preprocessing of the text with stemming and stopword
removal, an attribute vector di , in which the components are
computed with the tf-idf formula, is attached to each author
of V .
2) Social Network: We consider an event e as a journal or
a conference referenced in DBLP between 2007 and 2009. A
co-participation network is built on the set V , using the DBLP
database, as follows.
Let vi and vj be two authors belonging to V , if there exists
at least one event e such that vi and vj are authors for articles
published in e (even if they are not co-authors), then (vi ,vj )
∈ E.
3) Graph: We obtain the attributed graph G = (V, E)
having the vertices created with the authors and the edges
given by the co-participation relations. Moreover, each vertex
(i.e. author), is described by textual attributes corresponding
to the tf-idf vector associated to his articles and, its true class
is the research area (i.e. the session A, B, C or D in SAC 2009
or IJCAI 2009) of this author.
1 http://www.informatik.uni-trier.de/∼ley/db/
2 The dataset is available at http://labh-curien.univ-st-etienne.fr/∼combe/
datasets/asonam/datasetSessionsRecognition.zip

TABLE II
T EXT- BASED CLUSTERING USING AVERAGE LINKAGE ( MODEL T )

TABLE III
S TRUCTURE - BASED CLUSTERING ( MODEL S)

(a) Model T evaluated against PT (3 research areas)

(a) Model S evaluated against PS (2 conferences)

A SAC 2009 - Bioinformatics
B SAC 2009 - Intelligent robotic syst.
C IJCAI 2009 - Robotics and Vision
D IJCAI 2009 - Constraints
Total

1
11

2

3
13
16
38

21
21

11

67

Total
24
16
38
21
99

(b) Model T evaluated against PT S (4 sessions)
A SAC 2009 - Bioinformatics
B SAC 2009 - Intelligent robotic syst.
C IJCAI 2009 - Robotics and Vision
D IJCAI 2009 - Constraints
Total

1
11

11

2

21
21

3
2
4

4
13
14
34

6

61

A SAC 2009 - Bioinformatics
B SAC 2009 - Intelligent robotic syst.
C IJCAI 2009 - Robotics and Vision
D IJCAI 2009 - Constraints
Total

1
24
16

2

38
21
59

40

Total
24
16
38
21
99

(b) Model S evaluated against PT S (4 sessions)
Total
24
16
38
21
99

A SAC 2009 - Bioinformatics
B SAC 2009 - Intelligent robotic syst.
C IJCAI 2009 - Robotics and Vision
D IJCAI 2009 - Constraints
Total

1
24
16

40

2

3

4

38
11
59

0

0

Total
24
16
38
21
99

B. Hypotheses

A. Text-only based clustering: model T

We enumerate here our clustering scenarios and hypothesis
and present the foreseen results. We consider 4 vertex subsets,
given by the authors publishing in the 4 extracted sessions:

Textual clustering considers only the attribute data i.e. the
documents {di , ∀vi ∈ V }. This text-based categorization
(model T ) was firstly performed with the euclidean distance
as well as with the cosine distance computed on the tf-idf
description, and with the bisecting K-means algorithm [30].
Then, the model T was performed with the cosine distance,
still computed on the tf-idf description, and with the average
linkage algorithm. As the latter strategy gives better results,
it is the only one presented here, as a baseline for our
experiments. Consequently, we have also used the average
linkage algorithm in all the attribute-based models.
Results obtained using only textual information are presented in Table IIa for the partition in three clusters which
should be compared to PT . This is an accuracy matrix, where
the columns of this table contain the number of authors classified in each cluster. Here the method clustered 11 authors in
the first cluster, 21 in the second and 67 in the third cluster. The
rows contain the ground truth TT = {A, B ∪ C, D} obtained
by merging the second line and the third line. Looking at
the results we can remark, that 13 authors were clustered
in the third class, mainly containing people publishing in
Robotics, while according to our ground truth, they belong
to the bioinformatics community. The Table IIb contains the
results for four clusters compared to PT S .
As expected, the accuracy is higher for the partition in
three clusters PT ( (11+16+38+21)
× 100 = 87%) than for
99
the partition in four clusters PT S (69%). This result confirms
our hypothesis according to which the textual data allows to
identify the different research areas but fails to detect correctly
the four sessions.

•
•
•
•

A: Bioinformatics (SAC),
B: Robotics (SAC),
C: Robotics (IJCAI),
D: Constraint Programming (IJCAI).

1) Text: 3 research areas / 3 clusters (PT ): Considering only textual vertex attributes, the hypothesis underlying
our experiments is that this information should permit to
retrieve the three research areas: Robotics, Bioinformatics
and Constraint Programming, giving the partition into three
clusters containing the authors of the three research areas:
PT = {A, B ∪ C, D}.
2) Structure: 2 conferences / 2 clusters (PS ): On the other
hand, we suppose that taking into account only structural data
should allow to identify two groups corresponding to authors
participating to each conference: SAC2009 and IJCAI2009,
which define the partition into two clusters PS = {A ∪ B, C ∪
D}.
3) Text and structure: 4 sessions / 4 clusters (PT S ):
However, if we want to discover each session separately, both
textual and structural information have to be used. In this case
the partition will be into four clusters PT S = {A, B, C, D}.
C. Evaluation
The different strategies were evaluated using the accuracy of
the obtained clusters, compared to the ground truth considered:
research areas (PT ), conferences (PS ) or sessions (PT S ).
VI. E VALUATED STRATEGIES AND RESULTS
In order to check these hypotheses, we evaluate several
models combining text and structure (models T S1 , T S2 ,
T S3 ), corresponding to the different approaches detailed in
Section IV. We compare our models against two baselines:
clustering based on text only (model T ) and clustering based
on structure only (model S).

B. Structure-only based clustering: model S
The algorithm by Blondel et al. [31] only exploits structural data (i.e. the graph G = (V, E)). This extension of
the Newman and Girvan’s algorithm [32], well known for
its capacity to handle large graphs, is a greedy method
which optimizes the ”modularity” of the partitions built on
the network. This algorithm, applied directly on the graph

TABLE IV
S TRUCTURE - BASED CLUSTERING ON ATTRIBUTE WEIGHTED GRAPH :
MODEL T S1

TABLE VI
H YBRID CLUSTERING : MODEL T S3
1

1
A SAC - Bioinformatics
B SAC - Intelligent robotic syst.
C IJCAI - Robotics and Vision
D IJCAI - Constraints

15

Total

15

2

3

4

5

11

13
11

5
38
6

24

44

11

5

Total
24
16
38
21

A SAC 2009 - Bioinformatics
B SAC 2009 - Intelligent robotic syst.
C IJCAI 2009 - Robotics and Vision
D IJCAI 2009 - Constraints

11

Total

11

4

Total

2
4

13
14
34

24
16
38
21

6

61

99

21
21

TABLE VII
R ESULTS SYNTHESIS : MODELS T , S, T S1 , T S2 AND T S3

ATTRIBUTES - BASED CLUSTERING ON STRUCTURAL DISTANCE : MODEL
T S2 ( AVERAGE LINK )

Total

3

99

TABLE V

A SAC 2009 - Bioinformatics
B SAC 2009 - Intelligent robotic syst.
C IJCAI 2009 - Robotics and Vision
D IJCAI 2009 - Constraints I

2

1

2

4

24
11

4

35

3

4

Total

1
1
7

37
14

24
16
38
21

9

51

99

G = (V, E), provides a bipartition which is exactly the ground
truth PS = {A ∪ B, C ∪ D} as shown in Table IIIa. Thus, the
identification of the two conferences using structural data is
perfectly achieved. However, the accuracy is only equal to 63%
if we consider the four sessions as the ground truth (PT S ), see
Table IIIb.
C. Structure-based clustering on attribute weighted graph:
model T S1
In this strategy, corresponding to the approach presented
in Section IV-A, the cosine distance computed on the tf-idf
vectors is associated to each edge in order to obtain a weighted
graph. Then, this graph is partitioned by the method of Blondel
et al..
As we can note on Table IV, taking into account structural
and attribute data improves the accuracy which reaches 76%
for the partition in four clusters (PT S ), when it is only equal to
69% without attribute data. This result confirms our hypothesis
according which the two types of information are useful to
identify the four sessions (PT S ).
D. Attribute-based clustering on structural distance: model
T S2
Like previously, the cosine distance computed on the TFIDF vectors is associated to each edge in order to obtain
a weighted graph. Then, the geodesic distance between two
vertices is defined as the smallest sum of the weights of
the path edges between these vertices. Finally, a hierarchical
agglomerative clustering is applied on the geodesic distance
matrix, using usual distance between clusters: single link,
complete link, average link and center of gravity.
Table V presents the results obtained. With a classification
accuracy of 73% for the partition in four clusters (PT S ), the
results are similar to those obtained with the modularity based
algorithm and higher than those obtained using only one type
of information (textual or structural).

Model

Accuracy considering:
PT
PS
PT S

T
S
T S1
T S2
T S3

87%
-

100%
-

69%
63%
76%
73%
47-69%

Except the average link, we have also experimented the
single link, the complete link and the center of gravity. The
results (not presented here) are the same for each method.
E. Hybrid clustering: model T S3
In this approach, a global distance is defined as a linear
combination of two distances, each corresponding to a type
of data: cosine distance on textual information and geodesic
distance on the graph G. Then a hierarchical agglomerative
clustering is applied with the global distance matrix.
This strategy corresponds to the hybrid clustering presented
in Section IV-C.
Even if this method appears as a simple solution for
exploiting simultaneously the two types of data, it is not so
easy to use since it requires to set the parameter α in the linear
function. Moreover, in our experiments, the accuracy for the
partition in four clusters (PT S ) varies in function of α between
47% (α set to 0.85, 0.96) and 69% (α set to 1) as shown
in Table VI. Thus, the best accuracy corresponds to those
obtained with a text-based clustering and it is not so good than
those obtained with the previous methods combining structural
data and attribute data.
F. Results synthesis
The results obtained by the models T , S, T S1 , T S2 and
T S3 are synthesized in Table VII.
VII. C ONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
As it has been presented in the previous sections, we
obtain very different results according to the clustering method
combination and the data taken into account when partitioning
an attributed graph.
In this study we have searched to point the difficulties
of choosing the right clustering methods. We have built a
dataset from real world data containing enough nodes so
that clustering algorithms can give fine results, yet having

precise measurable clusters according to several different ways
to create partitions. Having this ground truth, we have been
able to evaluate a series of clustering methods and compare
their results. In our experiments, textual attribute based clustering enables quite well to retrieve the research interests,
structure based clustering taking into account co-participation
information gets perfectly the conferences but the structural
information and attribute information are useful to retrieve the
four sessions corresponding to participants in one conference
who share a common interest.
We have carried out three different scenarios to combine
these information in a common clustering. In our case, the
linear combination, corresponding to the hybrid clustering
deteriorates the results. In addition, the linear combination
method is difficult to apply. It needs a weight parameter to
precise the relative importance of each type of information.
The other two scenarios starting with the structural and the
textual data give better results than the linear combination.
We have also showed that good clustering results can
be obtained using simple methods, when having a scenario
adapted to the data and having precise criteria characterizing
a good cluster.
We intend to study more deeply the usage interests and
characteristics of high level multi criteria clustering methods
in order to provide precise clustering scenario choice criteria.
We are also working on more real world examples and datasets
that help choosing quickly the best clustering scenario for a
given dataset.
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